INTRODUCTION
out of the laser cavity and detected with a liquid helium cooled Ga:Ge photoconductor detector. The resonance sigThis paper describes the rotational spectrum of AsH in nals were modulated at 39 kHz using Zeeman modulation the a 1 D state, recorded by FIR laser magnetic resonance coils and amplified by a lock-in amplifier tuned to this fre-(LMR). The analysis of the measurements leads to the deter-quency. The free radical AsH was formed in its metastable mination of accurate values for the rotational, hyperfine, and 1 D state in the intracavity cell of the spectrometer by the Zeeman parameters.
reaction between fluorine atoms and arsine, AsH 3 . The The molecule AsH is a Group V hydride, a close relative atoms were formed by passing a 10% mixture of molecular of the NH radical. As such, it has a X 3 S 0 ground state with fluorine in helium at 160 Pa (1.2 Torr) through a microwave low-lying, reasonably metastable a 1 D and b 1 S / states. The discharge; the optimum pressure of AsH 3 was 1.33 Pa (10 ground state of the molecule is well characterized through mTorr). Laser lines with frequencies close to the transition studies at far-infrared (FIR) (1) and mid-infrared (2, 3) frequencies of AsH in the 1 D state calculated from the prewavelengths. Information has also been obtained on the viously determined parameters for the
were selected. The external magnetic field was scanned and transition by Arens and Richter (4) . On the other hand, spectra in both perpendicular (DM Å {1) and parallel (DM almost nothing was known about the properties of AsH in Å 0) polarizations were recorded. the 1 D state at the time we started the present study of its rotational spectrum in this metastable state.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
During our work, a paper was published by Beutel et linear Zeeman effect with g L Å 1. An example of the spectra The FIR LMR spectrometer at the Boulder laboratory of is given in Fig. 2 . It shows part of the 230.1 mm spectrum NIST, which was used in this study, has been described in perpendicular polarization. Two Zeeman components, M J elsewhere (8). The FIR radiation was generated in a chosen Å 1 R 0 and M J Å 03 R 02, are marked; their first-order laser gas pumped by the appropriate line of an infrared CO 2 tuning rates are accidentally identical. Each shows a widely laser (see Table 1 ). Part of the FIR radiation was coupled separated quartet structure, a manifestation of the in the fit. The results are given in Table 2 (residuals) and 
Details of the FIR Laser Lines Used to Record LMR Spectra
The standard deviation of the fit, for a point of unit weight, was 0. Table 3 can be combined with The measurements in Table 2 were used to determine the the a B value from Ref. (5) 
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The notation is standard and the various contributions are self-evident. Eq. [2] shows that the Hamiltonian is cast in the N 2 formulation. The data were fitted by a linearized, leastsquares procedure using a computer program. The matrix representation of H eff was truncated at DJ Å 2 without loss in accuracy. Each measurement was given unit weight unless overlapped (weight of zero) or recorded with the 138. for the parameters in Eqs. [2] , [3] , and [4] were determined Table  bital , which has been calculated ab initio ( see Table 4 ) , 4. The nuclear spin electron orbital interaction parameter a a we see that these two values are similar. It can thus be depends on the inverse cube of the separation between the seen that, although the representation of the p orbital by open shell electrons i and the nucleus in question, a, an n p atomic orbital is rather naive, it is nevertheless quite accurate. Turning our attention to the proton param-
eter, we note that the interaction arises from the two n p p electrons centered on the X atom. Therefore we expect » 1 / r 3 ia … to be well approximated by 1 / r 3 where r is the where the notation is standard. The » 1 / r 3 ia … l values for X H bond length. This expectation is borne out in pracboth As and H, which have been determined from our tice as can be seen in Table 4 . The 75 As splittings also work, are also given in Table 4 , along with the corre-have a contribution from the electric quadrupole coupsponding parameters for NH and PH. The p orbital which ling term. The value determined for the a 1 D state, 0124.1 ( 18 ) MHz, is slightly larger than the correspondcontains the two open shell electrons is predominantly for ND, 1.13 ( 10 ) 
Spectrum
The rotational g-factor g r has separate contributions from rotation of the bare nuclei and the electrons:
[8]
The nuclear contribution (g N r ) can be estimated from simple magnetostatics (13) ,
where m i and Z i are the masses and charges of the two nuclei and m e is the mass of the electron. This expression 
